Curating a Learner Centric OER course.
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Prep
For the workshop which will deal with applying principles of Curation and learner centricity to YOUR idea of online course, we would request you to be ready with the following in order to have some tangible outcome at the end of the workshop.

- **Finalizing your topic**
  We would request you to finalise the topic from your domain for which you would like to plan and ideate an online course. Additionally, it would be great if you could keep the following handy
  1. Video links that suit your topics
  2. Any textual content or any form of content that you would want to include

- **The outcomes/objectives of your course**
  For effective Curation and applying learner centricity in the workshop, it would be great if you could have 1-2 achievable outcomes/objectives for your course ready. We are keeping the objectives limited for the purpose of the workshop to ensure some tangible outcomes.

Notes
- It would be great if you would in pairs. If so, we request you to kindly form the pairs before the workshop.
- We encourage Interdisciplinary ideation of courses!

Action Items
Do visit the padlet and get started

See you!